Buffalo of the Flatheads

**AIM**

Using the buffalo chart and Buffalo of the Flatheads, answer these questions.

1. Who was Grizzly Bear Tracks?

2. Why did the Flatheads ask Grizzly Bear Tracks for help?

3. How many non-food uses are there for the buffalo?

4. What kind of dance did the Flathead perform to bring the buffalo?

5. What part of the buffalo is considered to be the best part of the meat?

6. What are the rawhide bags made from the buffalo called? What are they used for?

7. How were buckets and pots made using the buffalo?

8. Who was "Big Medicine"?

9. Which part of the buffalo had the most uses?

10. Which part of the buffalo had the least uses?

11. How is rawhide different from the hide?